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URGENT: For all writers and other folks interested in working
with—or already working with—REBEL TALES.
Over the weekend I received an entire series of emails
forwarded to my by REBEL TALES editor Kari Wolfe, who was
contacted by a frustrated author after a former PROSPECTIVE
editor of Rebel Tales misrepresented herself as a full editor
with an upcoming season this March, with the authority to
offer contracts.
Kate Ferrari, the ex-prospective editor, also SIGNIFICANTLY
misrepresented REBEL TALES as an already up-and-running
publishing house, not as a shoestring work-in-progress.
Further tracking by Kari Wolfe reveals that Ms. Ferrari also
contacted other authors making the same claims.
While the other folks working on Rebel Tales with me and I
know the person in question as Kate Ferrari, correspondence
with one of the authors reveals she also used the names
Kirsten Ferrari, and Kirsten
Andersen.
Please understand that while Ms. Ferrari acted directly
against clearly defined guidelines in her role as a
prospective editor, and also acted without my knowledge and
consent, and although she is no longer associated in any way
with Rebel Tales, as the publisher of REBEL TALES, I’m the

person responsible for cleaning up the mess she left behind.
If you were contacted by Ms. Ferrari and sent her a story,
please put all correspondence between you and Ms. Ferrari into
a copy-and-paste text file, and create a help ticket at:
http://novelwritingschool.com/support/
Title your help ticket MS. FERRARI MISREPRESENTATION.
I will work with you to correct problems arising from Ms.
Ferrari’s actions.
I apologize deeply for what has happened, and I will take
every step necessary to make sure nothing like this happens
again.
Holly
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